Microemulsions are frequently used as nanoreactors for the synthesis of bimetallic nanoparticles. The ability to manipulate the metal distribution in bimetallic nanoparticles is essential for optimizing applications, and it requires a deeper understanding of how compartmentalization of reaction medium affects nanoparticle synthesis. A simulation model was developed to predict the atomic structure of bimetallic nanoparticles prepared via microemulsion in terms of metals employed and microemulsion composition. The model was successfully proved by comparing theoretical and experimental Au/Pt STEM profiles. On this basis, the model becomes a strong tool to further enhance our knowledge of the complex mechanisms governing reactions in microemulsions and its impact on final nanostructures. The purpose of this study is to perform a comprehensive kinetic analysis of coreduction of different couple of metals in the light of the interplay between three kinetic parameters: intermicellar exchange rate, chemical reduction rates of the two metals, and reactants concentration. The particular combination of these factors determines the reaction rate of each metal, which in turn determines the final metal arrangement.
Introduction
From the pioneering work of Boutonnet et al. [1] , the synthesis of nanoparticles in microemulsions has been widely investigated with a variety of technical applications in catalysis [2] [3] [4] , photonics [5] , and energy conversion and storage devices [6] [7] [8] . The microemulsion route allows to control the size and composition of nanoparticles. A microemulsion consists of nanometer-sized water droplets dispersed in the oil phase and stabilized by a surfactant film. Reactants can be dissolved in the nano-sized water droplets or reverse micelles and can be exchanged between them by direct material transfer during an interdroplet collision [9] . The intermicellar exchange allows the reactants to be carried by the same droplet, so the chemical reaction can proceed inside the nanoreactor. Due to the space limitation inside the micelle, nucleation and growth of the particle are restricted, so it can result in the formation of size-controlled particles. In spite of the complexity of the reaction medium, microemulsion route has several advantages when compared to traditional methods. The first one is that nanoparticle size is directly controlled by the water/surfactant ratio, so narrow size distributions can be obtained. Another advantage is that surfactants around the nanoparticles can be removed with ease and nanoparticles can be prepared at room temperature. In addition, the confinement of reactants inside micelles induces important changes in reactant concentrations, which strongly affect the reaction rates. Finally, in relation to catalysis, nanoparticles obtained by the microemulsion route present an improved catalytic behavior than particles with the same composition which are synthesized by traditional procedures [10, 11] .
A variety of nanomaterials, ranging from metals [12] [13] [14] , bimetallic structures [15] [16] [17] , other inorganic nanoparticles [18] [19] [20] , and organic compounds [21, 22] , has been prepared by this approach. In the field of catalysis, microemulsion approach was successfully used to prepare different nanostructured catalytic materials [2, 10, 17, [23] [24] [25] .
Nevertheless, microemulsion route present a challenge due to the difficulty in managing the material intermicellar exchange. As mentioned above, reactants are distributed in separate nanoreactors, so the whole process (chemical reaction, nucleation, and subsequent growth to build up final particles) is conditioned by the material exchange between them. This exchange is mainly dictated by the surfactant, which is located on the interface between water and oil phases. The hydrophilic portion of the surfactant is anchored into water and the lipophilic one into oil, forming a film which surrounds the micelle surface. It is believed that, when a micelle-micelle collision is violent enough, the surfactant film breaks up, allowing the material exchange. As a consequence, the rate of intermicellar exchange controls the reactants encounter and therefore plays a key role in chemical kinetics in microemulsions. The ease with which intermicellar channels are established as well as their size and stability are determined by the microemulsion composition, which in turn has been shown to affect final nanoparticle properties [26] [27] [28] .
In the paper at hand, we are focused on the study of Pt/M (M = Au, Rh) nanoparticles synthesized in microemulsions. Platinum-based nanoparticles (NPs) exhibit remarkable electrocatalytic activity in many important chemical and electrochemical reactions including oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and direct methanol oxidation [29] . Apart from the inherent chemical and physical properties of the constitutive metals, the catalytic activity, which is one of the more relevant applications of bimetallic nanoparticles, relies notably on the metal distribution, that is, on the intraparticle nanoarrangement [30] . Bimetallic nanoparticles can show four main mixing patterns: (a) core-shell structures, in which one metal forms the core and the second metal covers the first one forming the surrounding shell; (b) mixed structures, which are often called alloys; (c) multilayer structures [31] ; and (d) sub-cluster segregated structures, characterized by a small number of heteroatomic bonds [12] . So, the control of bimetallic intrastructure, mainly within the first atomic layers from the surface [25, 32] , is key for performance enhancement of bimetallic catalysts. Furthermore, the optimal metal distribution depends on the particular chemical reaction. Au-core/Pt-shell nanocatalyst exhibits an improved activity to catalyze formic acid electro-oxidation [33] or oxygen reduction reaction [34, 35] . On the contrary, an alloyed Pt-Au is better for electro-oxidation of methanol [36] . Therefore, an in-depth study aimed at tailoring well-defined structures will be of great interest.
Although the simultaneous reduction of the two metals by the microemulsion route is one of the most common procedures to control the size and composition of bimetallic nanoparticles [24, 37] , the prediction of the resulting metal arrangement is complicated, as far as the current state-of-the-art is concerned. As a matter of fact, many studies designed to produce new nanoarrangements via microemulsions come from trial-and-error experiments, mainly due to the high number of involved synthetic variables and to their interaction with the inherent complexity of the reaction media. A robust tool for elucidating the interplay between the different factors concerning final bimetallic nanoarrangements is computer simulation. With the aim of understanding the different factors affecting final nanostructures, we perform a comprehensive kinetic analysis of coreduction of different couple of metals in the light of the interplay between three kinetic parameters: intermicellar exchange rate, chemical reduction rates of the two metals, and reactants concentration. The particular combination of these factors determines the reaction rate of each metal, which in turn defines the final metal arrangement.
The model
A model was developed to simulate the kinetic course of the two chemical reductions (see Ref. [38] for details). The reaction medium is a microemulsion, which is described as a set of micelles. The one-pot method is reproduced by mixing equal volumes of three microemulsions, each of which contains one of the three reactants (two metal precursors and the reducing agent R). This pattern of mixing reactants recreates the one-pot method, by which the two metal salts are simultaneously reduced.
Initial reactants concentration
Reactants are initially distributed throughout micelles using a Poisson distribution, that is, the occupation of all micelles is not similar. In this study, we present results using different values of metal precursors concentration, but keeping a pro- 
Microemulsion dynamics and time unit
Micelles move and collide with each other. The intermicellar collision is a key feature in kinetics in microemulsions, because upon collision micelles are able to establish a water channel, which allows the exchange of their contents (metal precursors, reducing agent, metallic atoms, and/or growing particles). The material intermicellar exchange makes possible the reactant encounter inside micelles and, as a consequence, it is determinant of chemical reactions to occur. The intermicellar collision is simulated by choosing a 10% of micelles at random. These selected micelles collide, fuse (allowing material intermicellar exchange), and then redisperse. One Monte Carlo step begins in each intermicellar collision and ends when the quantity of species carried by colliding micelles is revised in agreement to the exchange criteria described below.
Metal characterization: reduction rate ratio
The reduction rate of a metal A (v A ) can be related to the standard potential (ε This equation supports the rule according to which the higher the difference between the standard potentials of the two metals, the higher the ratio between both reduction rates is.
Au/Pt nanoparticles
On the basis of Eq. (2), to simulate the reduction rate of Au/Pt nanoparticles, the standard reduction potential must be taken into account. When the Au precursor is . This results in a faster formation rate of Au particles. In fact, Au is reduced so quickly that kinetics cannot be studied by conventional methods, so stopped flow techniques were needed [39] . The color change occurs instantaneously, so Au reduction was simulated as fast as possible, that is, 100% of Au precursors located in colliding micelles react to produce Au atoms, whenever the amount of reducing agent was enough. The reduction rate parameter of a metal A (v A ) is the percentage of reactants inside colliding micelles which are reduced during a collision to give rise to products (A atoms). Regarding to Pt, its reduction rate was successfully simulated by using v Pt = 10%, that is, only a 10% of Pt precursor reacts in each collision (v Pt = 10%) [40] . In this way, Au/Pt nanoparticle formation is simulated by a reduction rate ratio v Au /v Pt = 100/10 = 10, that is, Au reduction is 10 times faster than Pt.
The two reductions can take place simultaneously within the same micelle. The metal precursors and/or reducing agent that did not react remain behind in the micelle and will be exchanged or react later.
Pt/Rh nanoparticles
In order to research the influence of another metal in the pair Pt/M on Pt reduction, a metal whose reduction rate would be 10 times slower than Pt was chosen. In this manner, the reduction rate ratio is the same as used to simulate Au/Pt nanoparticles, so the possible differences in the kinetic behavior and the final metal distributions cannot be supported by the difference between the standard potentials. Therefore, the reduction rate of Pt is the same as that of Au/Pt pair (v Pt = 10%), but now Pt is the faster metal. Taking into account the standard reduction potential of The number of each species located within each micelle is adjusted at each step in agreement with the possibility of chemical reduction and the intermicellar exchange criteria (see below). As the metallic atoms are produced in each micelle, they are assumed to be deposited on nanoparticle seed. That is, unlike for reactants, which are isolated within the micelle, all metal atoms inside a micelle are aggregated forming a growing nanoparticle. In order to calculate the metal distribution in the final bimetallic nanoparticle, the sequence of metals which are reduced is monitored in each micelle as a function of time.
Microemulsion characterization: intermicellar exchange criteria
Two different intermicellar exchange criteria are implemented depending on the nature of exchanged species. Metal precursor, reducing agent, and free metal atoms are isolated species, which will be redistributed between two colliding micelles in accordance with the concentration gradient principle: they are transferred from the more to the less occupied micelle. The exchange parameter k ex quantifies the maximum amount of isolated species that can be exchanged during an intermicellar collision. As a result of this redistribution, the metal salts (PtCl 6 2− and/or M + ) and the reducing agent R can be located within the same micelle. At this stage, chemical reduction can occur at a rate which depends on the nature of the metal.
As the reductions take place, metal atoms are produced within micelles. It is assumed that metal atoms are deposited on nanoparticle seed, so all metal atoms inside a micelle are considered to be aggregated forming a growing nanoparticle. The larger size of a growing nanoparticle leads to a second interdroplet exchange protocol. It is assumed that the exchange of growing particles is restricted by the size of the channel connecting colliding micelles. The ease with which this channel can be established as well as the channel size is mainly determined by the flexibility of the surfactant film. The flexibility parameter (f) specifies the maximum particle size for transfer between micelles. The exchange criterium of growing particles also takes into account Ostwald ripening, which assumes that larger particles grow by condensation of material, coming from the smaller ones that solubilize more readily than larger ones. This feature is included in the model by considering that if both colliding micelles carry a growing particle, the smaller one is exchanged towards the micelle carrying the larger one, whenever the channel size would be large enough.
As the synthesis advances, micelles can contain simultaneously reactants and growing particles. In this situation, autocatalysis can take place. Thus, if one of the colliding micelles is carrying a growing particle, the reaction always proceeds on it. If both colliding micelles contain particles, reaction takes place in the micelle containing the larger one, because it has a larger surface, so a higher probability of playing as catalyst.
Based on these simple criteria for material interdroplet exchange, surfactant film flexibility can be characterized as follows. There are two main requirements for material intermicellar exchange to occur: the size of the channel connecting colliding micelles must be large enough and the dimer formed by colliding micelles must be stable, that is, they must remain together long enough. Isolated species (reactants and free metals) traverse the intermicellar channel one by one, so one can assume that the key factor determining their exchange is the dimer stability. That is, when the two micelles stay together longer (higher dimer stability), a larger quantity of species can be exchanged. Channel size would not be relevant in this case. Based on this, k ex , which quantifies how many units of isolated species can be exchanged during a collision, is related to the dimer stability. Conversely, when the transferred material is a particle constituted by aggregation of metal atoms, which travels through the channel as a whole, channel size becomes decisive. This kind of material exchange will be restricted by the intermicellar channel size (f parameter). From this picture, the flexibility of the surfactant film is simulated by means of these two parameters, k ex (dimer stability) and f (intermicellar channel size).
A rigid film, such as AOT/n-heptane/water microemulsion, was successfully reproduced considering a channel size f = 5, associated to k ex = 1 free atoms exchanged during a collision [26] . In case of flexible film, both factors rise together, because a more flexible film produces more stable dimer and larger channel size, allowing a quicker exchange of isolated species as well as an exchange of larger particles [41] . That is, a flexible film is associated to a faster material intermicellar exchange rate. A more flexible microemulsion, such as 75% Isooctane/20% Tergitol/5% water microemulsion, was successful compared to simulation data using the values f = 30, k ex = 5 [42] .
Description of the metal distribution in the bimetallic nanoparticle
The composition of each nanoparticle is revised at each step and monitored as a function of time. When all metal precursors were reduced and the content of all micelles remains constant over time, nanoparticle synthesis is considered to be finished. At this stage, the sequence of metal deposition of each particle (which is stored as a function of time) is stabilized. One simulation run produces a set of micelles, each one of them can carry one particle with different composition or be empty. At the end of each run, the averaged nanoparticle is calculated. Finally, results are averaged over 1000 runs.
The intrastructure of each particle is calculated by analyzing the sequence in which the two metals are deposited on the nanoparticle surface. So that, each sequence is arranged in 10 concentric layers, assuming that final nanoparticle is spherical. Then, the averaged percentage of each metal is calculated layer by layer. The final bimetallic distribution is represented by histograms, in which the layer composition is described by a color grading, as stated in the following pattern: Au, Pt, and Rh are represented by red, blue, and green, respectively. As the proportion of pure metal in the layer is higher, the color becomes lighter. In order to illustrate the heterogeneity of nanoparticle composition, the number of particles with a given percentage of the faster reduction metal (Au in Au/Pt and Pt in Pt/Rh nanoparticles) in each of 10 layers is also represented in the histograms. This analysis is reproduced layer by layer, from the beginning of the synthesis (inner layer or core) to the end (outer layer or surface). To simplify, the metal distribution is also shown by means of concentric spheres, whose thickness is proportional to the number of layers with the same composition, keeping the same color pattern.
Results and discussion

Factors affecting metal distribution: initial reactants concentration
The simulation model was successfully validated by comparison with experimental results. Au/Pt nanoparticles were synthesized in a 75% Isooctane/20% Tergitol/5% water microemulsion [42] (which can be characterized as flexible microemulsion)using different precursor concentrations. The left column in Figure 1 shows the simulated nanostructures obtained at each concentration. In order to compare the experimental and simulated nanostructures, the quantity of each metal crossed by a beam of 2 Å (approximate EDX beam size) was computed from each simulated final nanoparticle, and the theoretical STEM profiles were calculated. The STEM profiles of the average particle for each concentration are shown in center (theoretical) and right (experimental) columns of Figure 1 . For a better comparison, experimental x-axis was changed from nm to counts, and the two kind of profiles were normalized to 1. Both profiles show the expected behavior: the surface (outer layers) is enriched in Pt, because of its slower reduction rate, and Au, which is reduced faster, accumulates in the core (inner layers). As concentration increases (see Figure 1 from the top to the bottom), deeper Pt profiles are obtained. This means that the final nanostructure shows an improved metal segregation as concentration is higher. It is clearly observed in the histograms, which evolve from Au core covered by a mixed shell obtained at a low concentration to a more mixed Au core covered by a pure Pt shell as concentration increases (see decreasing red bar on the left and increasing blue bar on the right in histograms of Figure 1 ). This means that the nanostructure can be fine-tuned with sub-nanometer resolution, just by changing concentration.
A good agreement between experimental and theoretical results was attained, upholding the validity of the simulation model to predict the atomic structure of bimetallic nanoparticles. On this basis, the model becomes a strong tool to further enhance our knowledge of the complex mechanisms governing reactions in microemulsions and the impact of compartmentalization on final nanostructures.
The better metal segregation obtained as concentration increases is also observed when the two reductions are slowing down, as shown in Figure 2 . This figure shows the final nanostructures obtained for the pair Pt/Rh (v Pt / v Rh = 10/1 = 10), under the same synthetic conditions as used in Figure 1 to prepare Au/Pt nanoparticles. The better metal separation cannot be attributed to a larger reduction rate ratio, because in both cases the faster metal is 10 times faster than the slower one (v Au /v Pt = 100/10 = 10). The better metal separation obtained for Pt/Rh pair is more evident at low concentration, where an alloy is obtained for Au/Pt and a core-shell structure for Pt/Rh (compare histograms when <c>= 2 in Figures 1 and 2) . This means that, although the reduction rate ratio is similar, when the reduction rate of the faster metal slows down as in Pt, the other metal (Rh) is delayed even more. As a consequence, both reactions take place at different stages of the synthesis, resulting in better segregated structures.
Factors affecting metal distribution: reduction rate ratio
The difference between the standard potentials of the two metal precursors is believed to be the most relevant factor to determine the kinetics and the resulting bimetallic arrangement [43] . As established in Eq. (2), the higher the difference between the standard potentials of the two metals, the higher the ratio between both reduction rates is. It results in the earlier reduction of the faster reduction metal, which builds up the core and becomes the seed for the subsequent deposition of the slower metal, which forms the surrounding shell. On the contrary, when the two reduction rates are almost similar, a mixed nanoalloy is expected. In spite of this argumentation was initially proposed for reactions in homogeneous media, and it does not take into account the confinement of reactants within micelles, it is frequently applied to explain results in microemulsion. As a rule, it is observed a tendency from nanoalloy to core-shell structure as difference in reduction potential is increased (see Table 1 in Ref. [44] ). Previous simulation studies allow to clearly observe a better separation of the two metals as reduction rate ratio is larger (for a deeper discussion, see Ref. [28] ). 
Factors affecting metal distribution: microemulsion composition
To isolate the effect of microemulsion composition on nanoparticle structure, a particular pair of metals must be chosen and analyze if a change in the microemulsion composition leads to a different metal segregation. For example, Pt/Ru nanoparticles were obtained as nanoalloy, both for rigid (water/Brij-30/n-heptane [45] ) and flexible films (water/Berol 050/isooctane 80 [46] or water/NP5-NP9/ cyclohexane [47] ). But in this couple, the small difference in reduction potentials leads to quite similar reduction rates, which hinder metal segregation, even with a slow intermicellar exchange rate. As a matter of fact, when couples with higher reduction rate ratio are studied (such as Au/Ag, Au/Pt, and Au/Pd), an increase in surfactant flexibility results in the expected transition from a core-shell to a nanoalloy. As an example, alloyed Au/Pt nanoparticles were prepared using a flexible film such as water/Tergitol 15-S-5/isooctane [17] or water/TritonX-100/cyclohexane [48] . On the contrary, rigid films (water/AOT/isooctane [39] and water/ Brij 30/n-heptane [49] ) lead to segregated structures. The simulation model also predicts this result, as shown in Figure 3 , in which different Au/Pt (v Au /v Pt = 10) arrangements were obtained by employing different values of surfactant film flexibilities. The ability of the microemulsion to minimize the difference between the reduction rates is clearly reflected in the progressive mixture of Au and Pt as increasing the intermicellar exchange rate (for a deeper discussion, see the following sections).
Kinetic study
The results shown in previous figures were obtained under isolation conditions, that is, the reducing agent concentration is much higher than stoichiometry, so the change in R concentration during the course of the reaction is negligible. As a result, the metal reduction, which is a bimolecular reaction, appears to be first order, when the reaction media is homogeneous. In order to study how the confinement of reactants inside micelles would affect chemical kinetics, the depletion of the number of metal precursors M sight, metal reductions obey first-order kinetics in both Au/Pt and Pt/Rh synthesis, as expected. Nevertheless, it is important to note that, with the exception of Rh, a time lag is required to reach the linear regime. Two points must be highlighted: First, the higher the concentration, the longer the time lag between the beginning of the synthesis and the achievement of the linear behavior. On the second hand, the time lag strongly depends on the intermicellar exchange rate, being longer as the exchange rate is slower (rigid film). Both factors (concentration and film flexibility) suggest that the rate-determining step is the intermicellar exchange rate at earlier reaction times, as explained as follows. The synthesis starts when the microemulsions containing the reactants are mixed. In order to be able to react, reactants must be located inside the same micelle. The reactants redistribution between micelles is dictated by the rate with which reactants can go through the channels communicating colliding micelles, that is, the intermicellar exchange rate. So, a slow exchange rate only allows the exchange of few reactants in each collision, which implies that more collisions are required to redistribute reactants and allow the reactants encounter. Therefore, a rigid film requires much longer lag times than a flexible one (compare Figure 4A with B and C with D, for any value of concentration). Apart from that, reactants redistribution is also affected by concentration, because the number of reactants which can traverse the intermicellar channel during an effective collision is restricted. Therefore, if concentration within micelle is large, more collisions (i.e., more time) are needed to make possible reactants redistribution. Finally, it is interesting to point out that this delay in reaching linear behavior disappears when a very slow chemical reduction takes place, as shown by Rh kinetics in right column of Figure 4 (see dashed-dotted lines), which is linear from the beginning, at any Microemulsions as Nanoreactors to Obtain Bimetallic Nanoparticles DOI: http://dx.doi.org /10.5772/intechopen.80549 concentration value. This behavior can be taken as indication that the reduction rate is so slow (only a 1% of reactants give rise to products) that the limiting step is the reduction itself.
Summarizing, the time lag required to achieve linear behavior in Figure 4 reflects the time it takes for reactants to encounter. This time lag can be determinant of final metal segregation, because the inner layers of nanoparticle are building up during this stage.
Pseudo-first-order rate constants, k obs , can be calculated from linear regime of the logarithmic plot as shown in Figure 4 . The values of the pseudo-first-order rate constants are represented in Figure 5 as a function of concentration. One can observe that the slopes of Au reduction are always higher than the slopes of Pt, which in turn is faster that Rh, as expected. Classical chemical kinetics in a homogeneous reaction medium establishes that k obs in bimolecular reactions does not depend on precursors concentrations. This is the case for Pt and Rh, whose k obs values did not depend neither on the concentration nor on the intermicellar exchange rate. In contrast, k obs values of Au are strongly influenced by both factors. To explain this behavior, one have to take into account that the limiting step in Au chemical reduction is the intermicellar exchange [38, 50] , because of the extremely fast Au reduction rate. One can observe that the dependence of k obs on concentration decreases as intermicellar exchange rate is faster, until reaching an almost constant value at very fast intermicellar exchange rate (see gray line in Figure 5 ), as expected. In comparison, Pt and Rh reductions are so slow that their rates are not limited by the exchange rate.
One can conclude from Figure 5 that intermicellar exchange rate exerts a different degree of influence depending on the reduction rate of the metal in comparison to the intermicellar exchange rate. This means that the compartmentalization of reaction medium takes part in chemical kinetics more or less depending on the metal nature. This different interplay between exchange rate and reduction rate has to be reflected in the metal segregation of final nanoparticle. It was proposed that if the intermicellar exchange rate can only modify the rate of metals whose reduction is very fast [38] , such as Au, only bimetallic nanoparticle including Au could be prepared with different metal distributions as a function of microemulsion composition (intermicellar exchange rate) by a one-pot method (see Table 1 in Ref. [44] ). To the best of our knowledge, only Au/Pt, Au/Ag, and Au/Pd have been synthesized in a different intrastructure by different authors. Thus, when a rigid film (such as provided by AOT) is used, Au-Pt nanoparticles are arranged in a coreshell distribution [39] . On the contrary, more flexible surfactants such as Brij30 [49] , tergitol [17] , or TritonX-100 [48] give rise to alloyed nanoparticles. In relation to Au/Ag, alloys were obtained with TritonX-100 [51] and C 11 E 3 and C 11 E 5 [52] , but an enriched in Ag surface was observed when microemulsion contains AOT [53] . Finally, AOT was also used to obtain core-shell Au-Pd nanoparticles [54] and alloys with Pd-rich surface [55] . In contrast, true Au-Pd alloys [4] have been obtained with Brij30 and TritonX-100. With that in mind, it could be suggested that metal segregation in the nanoparticle can be modified by a change in the microemulsion composition only when one of the metals is Au or another very fast reduction rate metal. Nevertheless, in spite of the agreement between theoretical and experimental data, this assumption is based on the kinetic constants, which were calculated from the linear plot shown in Figure 4 . It must be emphasized that the linear regime is not fulfilled at initial stages of the reaction, when the core is been building up. With the aim of studying the relevance of the non-linear behavior at the beginning of the synthesis, the half-life, defined as the time that it takes for the reactant concentration to decay to half of its initial value, was calculated for each case. Stars in Figure 4 show half-life under different synthesis conditions (Au, Pt, and Rh are represented by red, blue, and green stars, respectively). With the exception of Rh and Pt at very low concentration, half-life is usually smaller than the time needed to achieve the linear regime. As observed in Figure 4C and D, Au and Pt reductions in a rigid microemulsion and at high concentration have a half-life much earlier than linear plot. This means that not only the initial layers but also the middle ones are formed under a nonlinear regime. So, chemical reductions are still not a first-order process during the formation of a large part of the particle (for a deeper discussion on life time, see Ref. [38] ).
Conclusions
The generalized belief according to which the difference in the reduction potentials determines the intrastructure in a bimetallic nanoparticle should be improved. We propose that there are three potentially limiting factors which restrict chemical kinetics of bimetallic nanoparticles prepared from microemulsions: chemical reduction rate itself, exchange rate of reactants between micelles, and reactants concentration. The specific combination of these three factors determines the reaction rate of each metal, which in turn determines the sequence of metals deposition and the resulting bimetallic arrangement.
The kinetic study of Pt/M nanoparticles prepared via microemulsions under isolation conditions shows that chemical reductions are pseudo-first-order reactions, but not from the initial stages. At the beginning of the synthesis, the reactants encounter is dictated by the redistribution of reactants between micelles, which is controlled by the intermicellar exchange rate. As a result, the limiting step of faster reduction metals, such as Au, is the intermicellar exchange. On the contrary, microemulsion dynamics has a little effect if reduction rates are very slow (i.e., Rh). This means that compartmentalization of the reaction media has a different impact depending on the reduction rate of the particular metal. We are not referring only to the reduction rate of a metal in relation to the another metal in the pair but also how fast the reduction takes place in relation to the intermicellar exchange rate. Specifically, for a given reduction rates ratio and keeping fixed microemulsion composition and concentration, the fact that the two reactions were slow (as in Pt/Rh) leads to a better metal segregation than if both reactions are faster (as in Au/Pt). Therefore, with the exception of very slow metal reduction as Rh, intermicellar exchange rate drastically impacts on chemical kinetics, particularly at the beginning of the synthesis. This is not a minor matter, because it will be reflected in the composition of the core and middle layers of the resulting nanoparticle. So, the ability of microemulsion to manipulate the sequence of metal deposition, when the metal reductions are quite fast in relation to the intermicellar exchange rate, can be used to design the experiments to synthesize bimetallic particles with ad hoc nanoarrangements. This ability disappears when the two chemical reductions are slow, because of chemically controlled kinetics.
In this paper, computer simulation has proved to be very useful tool to identify suitable synthesis parameters, which control metal segregation in a bimetallic nanoparticle. Further insights into the interplay between metal nature, exchange rate, and final bimetallic structure can be gained from kinetics studies.
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